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SO THE GOD OF LEARNING HAS A CRUSH ON ME - CHAPTER 51 - DON'T TOUCH ME! 

  During the lunch break, Shi Qi took out the physics paper and went to the office. 

  In the office, Bian Yixiu was there, and so was Xia Zhi Zhi. 

  When Dicky subconsciously stopped in his tracks, he saw that Bian Yixiu took something out of the 

drawer, and Xia Zhi Zhi extended his hand... 

  Waiting for a while, Xia Zhi Zhi retracted his hand, when Qi Qi saw, is attached to stop bleeding 

paste, she was slightly relieved. 

  "Students, do not go in?" At this time, a man's voice suddenly came from behind. 

  When Qi Qi had a moment of weakness, she looked back and saw that it was the second year 

senior arts teacher, Mr. Song Qihua. 

  She hurriedly hung her head and called out, "Hello, Mr. Song." 

  In the office, the two people also noticed the door, side Yi Xiu lightly knocked two times on the 

table, "Do not come in?" 

  When Qi hastened to enter the office with the papers in his arms, Xia Zhi Zhi glanced at it and froze 

for a moment... 

  "Teacher, these ten papers are finished." 

  The side Yi Xiu took it and flipped it over casually, but it was all filled up, "Well, got it." 

  "Teacher, that's okay I'll go first." 

  "Go ahead." 

  When Shi Qi walked out of the office, Xia Zhi Zhi also followed behind, followed a small half way, 

she lightly shouted, "Shi Qi..." 

  When Qi footsteps slightly paused, turned his head to look at her, he is not really a high school 

student, the emotions of young girls, she can understand. 

  But looking at Xia Zhi Zhi's apprehensive look, she sighed slightly in her heart, "Zhi Zhi, we are 

friends, aren't we?" 

  Xia Zhiyi conquered, and then nodded, "Mm." 

  Seeing that Xia Zhi Zhi still did not understand her words, Shi Qi could only speak more bluntly, "I 

don't know anything." 

  The hand that Xia Zhi Zhi slightly clenched loosened, "Thank you." 

  It's like a weight off your mind. 

  But the heart of the time Q. Xia Zhi Zhi is different from others... 



  In her previous life, she was not familiar with the people in her class, and after she transferred to 

another school, she only learned a little about this girl from Xu Mirai's mouth. 

  However, she only knew that Xia Zhi Zhi died shortly before the entrance examination, but did not 

understand the cause and effect, could it be related to Bian Yi Xiu? 

  I remember hearing them mention it the day of the party, and it seems that Bian Yixiu... 

  When Qi sighed. 

  In the evening, Shi Qi kept thinking about Xia Zhi Zhi, which caused her to be in a trance, and she 

left as soon as school ended. 

  When Si Eucalyptus finished his duty, he realized that a certain squirrel had slipped away. 

  When Dicky's phone rang, she happened to pass by an alley, when the first orange-red evening sun 

appeared in the sky. 

  The sound of kicking and screaming came from the alley, when Qi froze, subconsciously side to look 

in. 

  The first thing you need to do is to look at the alley and see that there are several people fighting, 

and one wearing the uniform of the seventh high school. 

  Instead of fighting, it was more like a couple of punks beating up a Seventh Form boy. 

  Her vigilance told her that she should not meddle, but the ringing of her cell phone startled the 

people in the alley. 

  When she saw the fierce people looking at her, she hung up the phone in a hurry. 

  The few people first froze, after looking at Shi Qi, their eyes took on a few splashes of amazement, 

walking towards Shi Qi, with pompous footsteps and an unintentional smile on their faces. 

  When Qi gathered her mind, her tone was flat, "I'm just passing by, I'm leaving now." 

  The few people but the group will surround her, one of them gangster flirting, "go what go ah, the 

one in the head but and you a school, not to save a rescue?" 

  "Damn, not to mention, this seventh grade girls just look good, watery and tender yo!" The man 

was about to get his hands on it. 

  Time seven frowned slightly, backed up, cross-eyed anger, cold voice reprimanded, "Do not touch 

me!" 

SO THE GOD OF LEARNING HAS A CRUSH ON ME - CHAPTER 52: PEOPLE ARE RUTHLESS AND DO NOT 

TALK MUCH 

  At this time, the wretched boy who was originally on the ground suddenly rushed over and grabbed 

the man who was trying to get his hands on him and punched him fiercely! 

  "Lu Qin! What kind of man are you when you fucking do it to a girl!" 



  A few other people immediately rushed over, and a few people tore into each other, leaving Shi Qi 

in the back of their minds. 

  When Qi silently looked at the boy was beaten more miserable appearance, a little can not bear to 

see. 

  This person, she knows, class 1 Ye Si Nian, the beginning of the school year just over a month, on 

the school meeting to do two reviews ... 

  In his last life, he also became the little bully who could not afford to mess with anyone in this area. 

  What's more, Ye Si Nian later joined the army, and finally came out as a military school instructor. 

  I really did not expect that the future will become a small bully, the military Ye Si nian, now will be 

this "soft and weak" model. 

  When Qi shook his head and sighed, raised his steps to leave. 

  She had just turned around when she heard a man scold, "What a head! You think you're a hero?" 

  "I didn't see it, this brat is quite protective of his school's girl!" 

  "Rubbish! Give me a fight, not dead or crippled!" 

  Time Qi stopped walking and sighed, at least they are the future soldiers of the country, the flowers 

of the motherland... If they are really disabled, won't they be missing a pillar... 

  She took a few steps inside and said in a cold voice, "Stop beating people." 

  Those people stopped beating and looked at this delicate little girl, meddling? 

  "It seems that really classmate love ah!" 

  "Little sister, you want to save him?" 

  Time Qi cold eyes swept a few people, hair and yellow and blue, wearing odd and pompous 

accessories, and grabbed a wooden stick, looks like some street punks. 

  She casually rolled up her sleeves, put down her school bag and walked forward, in a flat tone, "I've 

already called the police." 

  "Who are you bluffing? A few brothers will still be afraid of the police?" 

  Several people snickered, "Little sister, how about, you take turns to accompany a few of us, this 

person will be given to you, and we will also cover you in the future." 

  "On this street, no one dares to mess with us." 

  The man's gaze lingered on Shi Qi's body, and the unsuspecting look made Shi Qi uncomfortable. 

  Ye Si Nian stood up with his hand on the ground, and only then did he see Shi Qi's appearance and 

froze, it was her... 



  When he saw that the man was about to make a move on Shi Qi again, Ye Si Nian's anger rose up 

and he rushed over to hit him again. 

  This time, he was stopped by a knot! 

  "Damn it! Really can't die, give me continue to fight!" 

  Ye Si nian gritted his teeth, with disdain in his eyes, even though the wretched body full of injuries, 

but his body, but reveals a brutal untamed. 

  The leader, Lu Qin, was most unhappy with Ye Sian's eyes, and swung his fist to punch Ye Sian in 

the stomach, that ruthlessness, it was scary to watch. 

  A few people are watching the show, today Ye Sian this brat, not dead also have to cripple. 

  The first thing that happened was that the skinny girl raised her hand and locked it tightly around 

Lu Qin's hand... 

  When everyone was too late to react, Shi Qi backhandedly grabbed Lu Qin's hand and raised her 

foot. The company's main goal was to get the company to the next level... 

  The man's move was hard, accurate and fast, and several people came back to their senses at Lu 

Qin's scream, "Damn it! You've got no shame! All of you go!" 

  Several people rushed towards Shi Qi, the momentum is ruthless, Shi Qi frowned and dodged, 

backhanded to catch one person, did not hesitate to fiercely break over, another scream... 

  Ye Si Nian looked at the reversal of the picture with dismay, the few gangsters who beat 

themselves up just now all fell to the ground screaming... 

  And the small girl who looks soft and delicate is standing there, looking indifferently at the 

screaming gangsters, it seems, as if everything around her has nothing to do with the general. 

SO THE GOD OF LEARNING HAS A CRUSH ON ME - CHAPTER 53: TO GIVE ONE'S BODY...AGAINST? 

  When Qi took out the sterilized wet paper towel from his pocket, wiped his hand slowly and 

methodically, casually dumped it in the trash can next to him, and gave a cold laugh. 

  Her expression is indifferent, her eyes look askance with disdain, "this point of the body is still out 

to mix, playing sick cats is almost." 

  For a moment, Shi Qi exposed his nature. 

  Ye Si Nian: "..." I am not a sick cat... 

  When Qi picked up his school bag and patted the dust, half a look was not given to Ye Sian, stepped 

straight through a few punks and walked towards the alley. 

  Ye Si Nian hung his head for a few moments, but he hurriedly followed, "Hey! Wait!" 

  When Qi really didn't expect that Ye Si Nian would come after him. 



  She only then slightly looked at the boy in front of her, his body is full of injuries, red piece bruise 

piece purple piece... 

  The school uniform shirt was worn by him as a jacket, at this time stained with a lot of blood, can 

not tell if it is his. 

  But his body and face are in a mess, the bones take the stock of arrogance, but still make Shi Qi 

heart alarming. 

  Ye Si Nian is really only a little strong that can not die. 

  The company's main goal is to provide a good service to its customers. 

  He knew this girl, when the exchange, he and a few brothers hid in the back. 

  At that time was like this girl's face, now he is curious about this girl, more curious and like, too 

damn strong! 

  He Ye Si Nian, to marry is such a woman! 

  When seven oh, "a handful." 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

  When seven vaguely feel bad ... then she heard, the back of the boy with a vague arrogance, "I give 

my body to you as a man it!" 

  The time seven feet a stuffed cavity, crap ... 

  She hurriedly turned around to look at this amazingly middle-aged teenager, yes, at this moment 

he is in the eyes of Qi Shi, is a middle-aged problem teenager! 

  She could not connect the sick cat in front of her with the officer who would abuse himself to death 

in the training program... 

  The corners of Time Qi's mouth twitched, "I just saved you... not beat you." 

  Ye Sian nodded, like a well-behaved puppy. 

  "So, Ye Sian, please don't return the favor." 

  With that, Shi Qi turned around and left, no longer paying attention to Ye Sian. 

  Ye Sian, however, froze, and then chased after him with joy, "You know my name!" 

  "... "Nonsense, not two days after the beginning of the school year to do two reviews. 

  "Timothy, you're really good at it!" 

  "... "It's not thanks to you." 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

   



  "Ye students, the body is not so used, is the body to promise, OK?" 

  Ye Si Nian's eyes lit up, "Yes, yes, yes, it is to promise each other!" 

  He said to think half a day it can not think of that word. 

  When seven full of black lines, hold forehead speech. 

  In fact, Ye Si nian is a naive talker, right. 

  "Ye students, I saved you just in passing, and, I also have someone I like, do not need you to pledge 

your body." 

  "It's okay, you like yours, I'll allow mine, it doesn't matter if it doesn't matter." 

  Ye Si Nian has full confidence in his own face, capturing this girl's heart, is a matter of time. 

  When Qi felt that he could not communicate with him, at this time, a clear and cold voice came 

from the back, "Qi Shi." 

  When Qi footsteps stopped, looking back, a tall figure wearing a school uniform pushing a bicycle 

stood not far from... 

SO THE GOD OF LEARNING HAS A CRUSH ON ME - CHAPTER 54: PAYING THE MOON ELDER 

  Si Eucalyptus pushed his bicycle closer, automatically ignoring Ye Sian who was following Shi Qi 

next to him covered in injuries. 

  "Why didn't you wait for me?" 

  Shi Qi wiped his nose with some embarrassment, "I forgot..." 

  Si Eucalyptus nodded slightly, got on his bike and said to Shi Qi, "Let's go, go home." 

  When Qi nimbly got on the back seat, only then did she remember Ye SN, she smiled, "Ye students, 

bye bye ~" 

  Ye Si Nian: "..." 

  Looking at the bike in the distance, Ye Sian for the first time felt the sense of crisis from others 

brought to him. 

  This boy, he still has an impression, the first in the grade, and time seven on the same stage to 

answer the question that. 

  The white, thin and frail, with a white face, ch, Shi Qi would not be like this only study nerd, right? 

  That is really no vision. 

  The first thing you need to do is to ask the guy who he is, and he didn't mention it deliberately. 

  The look on Si Eucalyptus' face only changed slightly after he sent Shi Qi home and returned to his 

own house. 

  Ye Si Nian...heh. 



  ... 

  The first year of high school, unlike the second and third years, is the time to play, without the need 

to catch the sports committee, each and every one of them rushed forward to rush to register. 

  Xu Future also reported a long jump, Yang Xiaoling reported a sprint. 

  When Q Qi did not move like a mountain, sitting steadily in his seat, buried his head and brush the 

physics problems sent by Song Yi. 

  It's true, she solved a physics problem to get a sense of accomplishment is equivalent to finish a 

math test paper. 

  Moreover, this is also very helpful for her to approach the god of learning. 

  The actual physics is really good! 

  Xu Mirai saw her not even to sign up, asked, "Qi Qi, you do not sign up for one?" 

  The actual fact is that you will be able to find out more about the actual actual actual actuality. 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do. 

  The corner of Shi Qi's mouth curled up slightly, as if she saw a bright future. 

  Xu Future looked at the silly look of Shi Qi, her caring eyes could not stop, she seriously suspected 

that sooner or later, Shi Qi would become a nerd by brushing up on his problems. 

  At the other end, Si Eucalyptus was forced to participate in a basketball game because there were 

not enough people. 

  He looked at the book expressionlessly, taking notes from time to time, when the time came to go 

over a scene is. 

  Although everyone is not determined to win the prize, but still each group went to practice 

privately. 

  This day after school in the afternoon, Shi Qi in the classroom to look at the book, I do not know 

since when, and Si Eucalyptus inexplicably developed a habit of going home together. 

  If SiQi was on duty, SiYu would stay and read for a while, and if SiYu was on duty, SiQi would also 

stay for a while. 

  One after another, even in the morning school can be a daily encounter downstairs. 

  This, Shi Qi is very satisfied, she and the god of learning, from the previous life is so destiny, look, 

the moon elder this time to hold the wire, that more reliable ah! 

  If she were the Jade Emperor, she would definitely give the Moon Master a salary increase. 

  "Qi Qi!" 

  Suddenly, a call interrupted Qi Qi's thoughts and she looked at the person running towards the 

door. It was Lai Meng, the arts committee member. 



  "What's wrong?" Qiqi was puzzled. 

  She and Lai Meng were not familiar with each other, at most they knew each other's names. 

  "Jianghu save the day!" Lai Meng directly took Shi Qi's hand and was about to run outside. 

  Although Shi Qi is confused, but the other party is so anxious, there must be something important, 

"I take the school bag..." 

  The reason for this is that the person who has been told the reason for this is the same as the 

person who has been told the reason for this. 

  At this time, Lai Meng made a wink, several girls in the class then rushed over to stop Shi Qi... 

SO THE GOD OF LEARNING HAS A CRUSH ON ME - CHAPTER 55: CLASS HONOR IS MOST IMPORTANT 

  A few girls looked at Shi Qi with aggression, a snotty nose and a tear, "Shi Qi, you're the best!" 

  When Qi iron heart, difficult to move his feet, what joke, let her for the class cheerleading team as 

the leader? 

  This is not nonsense! 

  If she falls behind in her revision because of cheerleading training, what if her physics score drops? 

  What if she misses her review because of cheerleading practice and her physics score drops? 

  Obviously, she completely forgot that the sixteen points are not going to drop. 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into. 

  She huffed and puffed, "Qi Qi, look at that Class 3 cheerleading team, how arrogant, one by one, 

how fierce ......" 

  "Look at our class, each one of them is delicate and weak, do not dare to fight back, scold also dare 

not return the mouth..." 

  When Qi black face listening, she how can not understand, not just cheerleading uniforms bump, 

how this has become a matter of incompatibility between the two classes? 

  And have to fight for a higher or lower? 

  This person ah, or to be Buddhist, between classmates, or to be friendly better ... 

  "Look at that Xiao Xue, how excessive...the eyes are glued to the god of learning, and just gave the 

god of learning water..." 

  Wait? 

  "You said Xiao Xue?" 

  Seeing that Shi Qi finally reacted, several people hurriedly added fuel to the fire, "Yes, yes, yes!" 

  "Their class is Xiao Xue is the leader, said their class Xiao Xue is the most beautiful and powerful, 

you say, not angry!" 



  "We said our class is also very good-looking and very powerful, they still do not believe..." 

  When Qi frowned like a little old lady, "Now start training?" 

  Lai Meng's eyes lit up, "Yes!" 

  It is true that beauty and beauty are secretly comparing each other, look, this moved Xiao Xue, Shi 

Qi did not agree to it! 

  The cheerleading team's uniform is yellow and white, yellow loose short-sleeved tops, a little bit of 

navel, short skirt will be a pair of legs lined white and straight. 

  The girls were so amazed that they could not stop looking at Xiao Xue of the first class when Qi was 

there. 

  The first thing you need to do is to look at them and rehearse for yourself. She thought to herself, 

"If you are in the same class, you must be united. 

  The collective honor of the class is most important! 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. 

  Xu Future marveled at Shi Qi's level of learning, this table, too great! 

  Lai Meng smiled, very satisfied, this time, their second class cheerleading team, a solid win. 

  At the other end, when the Class 3 cheerleaders came back after a break, they found that the Class 

2 cheerleaders had an extra girl... 

  The body is good, the legs are white and straight, the key, the face is also good-looking, just 

standing there is already the focus, at this time to dance gymnastics, more glamorous, people can not 

take their eyes off. 

  "Who is that girl...so beautiful..." 

  "So we can win?" 

  "More beautiful than Xiao Xue ah..." 

  Xiao Xue frowned, nails slightly pinched the palm flesh, this time seven, recently has been sticky Si 

Eucalyptus ... now also wear the same clothes with their own ... 

  She forced her emotions, curved her lips, "Well, don't even chat, let's train." 

  She restrained herself from paying too much attention to Shi Qi over there and gritted her teeth. 

  What a joke! 

  She, Xiao Xue, has been the most beautiful and outstanding and striking one since she was a child, 

no one can compare to her, no one! 

  When Qi vaguely felt that there is a bad line of sight frequently fall on their own, but when looking 

around, but found nothing. 



  When the cheerleading practice was over, Shi Qi changed out of her clothes and just came out of 

the bathroom, she saw Si Eucalyptus standing at the stairway with a pink school bag... 

 


